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GNCI is excited to announce they have joined the Verizon Partner Program. Focused on
expanding their network, this partnership creates a broad outreach for connecting with a
multitude of customers looking for a total solution to control costs and mitigate downtime. “Our
focus is client needs driven starting with the network design, wireless site certification, full
service logistical support and fleet management/monitoring services” said Mike Goraleski, CEO.
“We partner solely with proven industry leaders to create best in class solutions for our global
customers and Verizon has long been an invaluable partner in providing superior immediate and
secure connectivity.”
GNCI is a leading provider of wireless WAN solutions to the North American market, offering
innovative Top Tier Hardware platforms combined with best in class 4G/LTE and soon to be
released Category 6 LTE wireless program solutions. For more than 20 years GNCI has been
providing solutions ranging from connecting the largest fleet of wireless ATMs in the country
back to their host systems, to providing failover connectivity for thousands of bank branches and
retail locations.
GNCI offers professional engineering services and skilled staff focused on delivering reliable,
quality hardware and support for wireless WAN applications. The management team at GNCI is
comprised of industry leaders with diverse backgrounds and decades of combined experience.
Business continuity is more important than ever in today’s fast paced world and the internet is an
integral part of day to day requirements. Wired internet connections can be lost for a number of
reasons from disasters to construction. Simple human error is responsible for 60% of network
failures and it is estimated that companies lose $26.5 billion in revenue due to downtime each
year.
Verizon’s award-winning Partner Program focuses on better serving the needs of customers by
enabling them to simplify how they consume communications and IT services in a way that best
meets their needs, while giving them access to the full Verizon portfolio. Whether teaming with
Verizon directly, indirectly through program members, or as a hybrid, customers can take
advantage of Verizon’s next-generation services portfolio. The Verizon Partner Program tailors
regional and national opportunities for systems integrators, value added resellers, agents and
solutions providers to accelerate delivery and adoption of solutions for meeting business
requirements.

